Release Notes – Version 19.03
Watershed Items
Watershed items are the most important changes in the release. They are indicated in the release
notes by a gold star
Service
Rethinking Merging
Satisfaction Surveys – Instant Alerts
Surveys and Checklists have New Question Types, Including File Uploads
Service Request Description Length Enhancements
Inventory
A New System Interface
Sales
Campaign Unsubscribe Enhancements
DIY Reports
Exciting DIY Reports Enhancements
Core
Left Tool Bar Notifications to Your Staff
Client Search Shows Recently Viewed at the Top
Access the Menu When the Left Tool Bar is Collapsed
Use the Main Pulse Application on Your Mobile Device

Service
Rethinking Merging
Whether due to human error or Reference Numbers not being included on emails, duplicate Service
Requests are a part of any ticketing system. In the latest version we have made merging much more
intuitive, and also made it easier to understand that a response was merged from another Service
Request.

Satisfaction Surveys – Instant Alerts
Customer satisfaction surveys are a powerful way to get feedback after a Service Request is closed. It
is now possible for survey answers to change the status of the Service Request, and this can then of
course drive notifications. If your customer is unhappy you will now know immediately, giving you
the chance to contact them quickly and salvage the situation.

Surveys and Checklists have New Question Types, Including File Uploads
Upload files, such as images or video, directly to the checklist. We have also added date, datetime,
and statement types.

Service Request Description Length Enhancements
From now on, capturing a long Service Request description will attach the full text and make it
available directly on the interface, in much the same way emails are available.

Export History and Analysis
This has been a long-standing request, and we are pleased to release the ability to export the History
and Analysis page.

Service Request Attachments Can Now Include Child Client Attachments
Client attachments can be marked to be available on the Service Request. We have now extended
this to include attachments on child clients.

Contract Column on SRList
The SRList can now include a contract column.
Response Type Determines Approval
If you use response approvals, you may be interested in this new feature. Response types can
automatically mark a response as approved. Please contact us if you’d like this set up.

Financials
PDF Invoice Export
Open any invoice directly as a pdf, without having to jump through any extra hoops to download and
convert it.

Inventory
A New System Interface
The system interface is one of the last to get upgraded to the (no longer) new document layout. We
believe you will enjoy the new layout and find it easier to use.

Service Request Ref No Available on Stock Listings
Consultant and client stock listings will now show the last linked Service Request Ref No, if any.

Sales
Campaign Unsubscribe Enhancements
Marketing emails should include the ability to unsubscribe, and Pulse has always insisted on the
inclusion of an unsubscribe link. However, the campaigns tool is also useful for non-marketing
related communications – for example, a mass mail updating all customers of a technical issue. It is
now possible to exclude the unsubscribe link from these sort of campaign emails, and send to all
recipients.

DIY Reports
Exciting DIY Reports Enhancements
We have extended DIY reports to improve the layout, allow for exporting and importing reports, and
overall improved rendering. For example, phone numbers are automatically displayed correctly,
consultant avatars are natively supported, and various rich text formatting is available.

Core
Left Tool Bar Notifications to Your Staff
Do you need to communicate with your staff? We have introduced a notification area to do so. You
can limit it to only show to certain team members, and if there is more than one active notification
they will revolve. They also expire if set to do so.

Client Search Shows Recently Viewed at the Top
Recently viewed clients will show first in the list if they are returned by your search.

Access the Menu When the Left Tool Bar is Collapsed
Collapsing the left tool bar frees up valuable real estate, but until now you could not access the
menu while it is collapsed. A new icon allows you to view and use the menu at all times.

Use the Main Pulse Application on Your Mobile Device
The full Pulse application now works on all mobile devices. We recommend larger screens though.

General Improvements
Finally, look out for small navigation improvements to help you get around. Our instruction balloons
should help point the way.
And, as always, a collection of security and automation enhancements are working quietly in the
background to make Pulse faster, better and more secure without you necessarily noticing.

